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Dimensions: 16”Wx19 ¼ “Dx28 ½ “H
Weight: 62 lbs
Electrical: 120V/60Hz  1000W
Rated Time: Blender – 20 minutes       Shaver – continuous
Ice Hopper Capacity: 17.6 lbs  Approximately 270 ice cubes
Ice Shaver Capacity: 2.6 lbs per minute
Blender Cup Capacity: 80 oz. Blender Cup (4 X 16oz. cups)

Dual Wall Hopper: Rotating interior ice hopper rotates ice into shaving chamber while 
exterior hopper insulates the ice and reduces noise during operation.
Blender door: Uniquely designed blender door covers blending area eliminating harsh 
elements from entering and improves noise reduction.  
Produces very fine shaved ice and smooth blending: With its unique blade adjustment 
control , user can adjust ice portion and texture resulting in a smooth frozen drink.

Easy push button operation: 1 to 4 (12 or 16 oz) servings can be prepared at a time 
with a push of a button or manually using the shave and blend buttons. 
Safety: Built in safety features include a shut off if the top cover is removed or if a hard 
object other than ice is put into the ice hopper.
Large capacity: 80oz blender cup allows production of 64 oz of product at a time.  Full 
hopper produces 48 – 12oz drinks.
Drain hose: 360 degree swivel drain hose for direct line placement without kinks.  

Joytec SB-7X ice Shaver Blender
eye catching Motion with  
largest ice capacity
the Quietest Commercial ice shaver blender on the Market
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